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“Life meets fiction” in futuristic technology
BY ELLEN STEVENS
Staff Writer

T

hese days, there is very
little “fiction” left in science fiction, as the technological world continues to
unfold faster than ever.
Augmented technology is just
one of the futuristic things mankind can now enjoy. It can be
described with many words, but
as Lakehead student, Amy Szybalski, blatantly puts it, “it’s just really
cool.”
What is it?
This technology presents a surreal way to work together with
the physical world and make stationary pictures and surroundings
come to life. Through a variety of
mediums, artificial holographictype images are able to interact
through a user’s immediate reality
to bring forth additional information about everything it’s pointed
at.
The technology attempts to
mimic the way a brain works. For
example, when a person looks at
an object, they generally have an
association with it − or at least
they should.

When looking at a city through
your mobile phone, augmented
reality Apps provide detailed
information about whatever element or building the phone is
pointed at.
The idea is clear: to deliver as
much information as possible
without having to press a button.
Imagine…
Imagine this: you wake up in
the morning and put on your
glasses. As you look outside, the
side view of the frame displays
the weather forecast. You are
feeling famished, so your glasses
display some of your favourite
meal options. You select what you
prefer, and a step-by-step cooking
guide appears.
Later that day, your boss sends
you a text message (which appears
in the right of your frame). Because
you’re driving and can’t text back,
you simply say what you want in
response, and the glasses transfer
that into a text for you and send
it off to your boss (hopefully you
said something appropriate).
As you drive over a beautiful
bridge on your way to the office,
you tell your glasses to quickly
snap a picture and send it to your

significant other (or mother). Picture sent.
If the above scenario seems
unlikely, type “Project Glass One
Day” into YouTube. Though not in
existence yet, Google is allegedly
testing this technology. Furthermore, The University of Washington’s HIT Lab is working on a
virtual retinal display. According
to their website, “The VRD, based
on the concept of scanning an
image directly on the retina of the
viewer’s eye, was invented at the
HIT Lab in 1991. The development
program began in November 1993
with the goal of producing a fullcolor, wide field-of-view, high resolution, high brightness, low cost
virtual display.”
Available innovations
A quick search in Wikipedia presents readers with over 10 amazing
AR technologies in development,
including AR Attachments to
the head, eyeglasses, contact
lenses, virtual retinal display, and
handheld spatial tracking input
devices. AR can be used in a
number of fields from advertising
to archaeology.
Szybalski has experienced augmented technology for herself

at the Royal Ontario Museum in
Toronto. She said that with the use
of her phone, and the iPads provided, users can utilise a specific
app to point at the skeleton structures of the dinosaurs and have
the animals come to life. Upon
inspection of the animal with the
iPad and app, various areas light
up, and choosing the area provides detailed information about
said part.
“It was great, because it took
something that a lot of kids
look at as a game platform, and
transformed it into something
educational,” said Szybalski. She
recommends that everyone try
this and suggests that other

museums and galleries should
adopt the new technology: “It
makes life meet fiction!”
Concerns into the future
Potential concerns with the
technology are the programming
of misinformation, hacking, and
privacy invasion. It seems likely
that, as with e-mails, phone messages, and credit card transactions, intimate data will be stored
on a server. This means that the
collected data could be collected
and used in questionable ways.
Download the Aurasma App
on your mobile phone to see the
above images come to life.

